In this study boron nitride (BN) sheet has been localized inside two X-graphene electrodes as an option to enhance the electrochemical ratio. Additionally, we have found the structure of X-G/(h-BN) n /X-G (n = 2-5) can improve the capacity and electrical transport in C-BN sheet-based lithium ion batteries (LIBs). Therefore, the modification of BN sheets and design of X-G/(h-BN) n /X-G structure provide strategies for improving the performance of BN graphene based anodes. X-G/(h-BN) n /X-G could also be assembled into free-standing electrodes without any binder or current collector, which will lead to increased specific energy density for the overall battery design. In this work the measured reversible lithium ion capacities of X-G//(h-BN)//X-G (X = Be, B, N) based anodes are considerably improved compared to the conventional graphite-based anodes Keyword: graphene; doping; anode lithium; ion battery; LIBs; nano capacitor
INTRODUCTION
Doped nano-graphene compounds have displayed great potentials as anode material for lithium ion batteries (LIBs) due to their unique structural, electrical and mechanical properties. The measured reversibility of LIBs containing graphene//(h-BN) n //graphene-based anodes is considerably improved compared to those with conventional 'graphite-based-anodes'. Boron-and nitrogen-doped graphene compounds have displayed great yields as anode materials for lithium ion batteries (LIBs) due to their unique structural, mechanical, and electrical properties.
The structures of graphite and hexagonal nano-boron nitride (h-BN), parent materials for carbon nanotubes and boron nitride nanotubes, are quite similar. They are both materials composed of layers of hexagonal lattices; graphite has carbon atoms at all lattice points, while h-BN is composed of alternating atoms of boron and nitrogen. Inplane lattice constants are 2.46 Å for graphite [1] and 2.50 Å for h-BN [2] . In contrast to graphite, layered of h-BN is transparent and is an insulator. In h-BN, layers are arranged so that boron atoms in one layer are located directly on top of nitrogen atoms in neighboring layers, and vice versa, and the hexagons lie on top of each other. In graphite, the stacking is slightly different; hexagons are offset and do not lie on top of each other. Interlayer distances are similar: 3.35 Å for graphite [1] and 3.33 Å for h-BN, Figure1. [2] .
With the discovery in 1991 of highly reversible, Li-intercalation carbonaceous materials and low-voltage batteries, Sony realized the commercialization of xC 6 /Li 1-x CoO 2 cells [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Lithium-ion batteries, or LIBs, are significant energy storage devices based on electrochemical energies, widely used in a range of storage systems. The favorable electrochemical efficiencies of LIBs regarding energies, cell design and power densities, as well as progress in manufacturing have made LIBs greatly successful for electronic devices.
The electronic properties of graphite and h-BN are radically different from each other. Recent theoretical calculations have demonstrated [3] the band structures of a single layer of graphite and h-BN, while for a single layer of graphite, a graphene, two bands cross each other at the Fermi energy. Thus, a graphene is a semimetal. Unlike a graphene, in a single layer of h-BN, equivalent bands do not cross each other and a 4.5 eV band gap forms. Experimentally, bulk h-BN has been measured to have a band gap of 5.8 eV [4] .
Crystallographically, h-BN is classified into four polymorphic forms: hexagonal BN (h-BN) (Fig 1(a) ; rhombohedral BN (r-BN); cubic BN (c-BN); and wurtzite BN (h-BN). BN does not occur in nature. In 1842, Balmain [5] obtained BN as a reaction product between molten boric oxide and potassium cyanide at atmospheric pressure. Thereafter, many methods for its synthesis have reported [3, 4] (1) h-BN and r-BN formed under ambient pressure (2) , c-BN synthesized from h-BN under high pressure at high temperature (3) , and w-BN prepared from h-BN under high pressure at room temperature [6] .
LIBs basically consist of a positive electrode as cathode, a negative electrode as anode and a conducting electrolyte, where electrical energy is stored in those electrodes in the form of Liintercalation compounds. Electrodes, electrolyte, and separator are the main components of a LIB, while the anode plays an essential role for increasing the efficiency of these devices.
During charging of LIBs, lithium ions released from the cathode move through the electrolyte and are inserted into the anode. Upon discharging, lithium ions are extracted from the anode and move back to the cathode. Although the electrolyte establishes high ionic conductivity between the two electrodes, the electrolytes are not responsible for the conduction of free electrons and so the electrons complete the half reaction by moving through an external wire. Graphite is currently the most common material used for the anodes of commercial batteries because of its capability for reversible lithium intercalation in the layered crystals, and represents the maximum theoretical lithium storage capacity around "372 mAh/g" [8] .
Numerous experiments have been performed to confirm the use of graphene nano-sheets and nano-ribbons to enhance lithium storage capacity and to improve cyclic recharging performance [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations have been used to investigate lithium ion storage states between two graphene sheets [12] , as well as some heteroatom-substituted carbon materials [13] . There have been a number of reviews on anode materials [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and many of them focus on both carbon and inorganic materials.
Discharging and charging of LIBs using graphitized carbon is well established and has been documented [18] [19] [20] [21] . It has also been shown how repulsive forces in a mixed stage can result in a pure stage during intercalation [19] . Although attempts have been made to find suitable replacements, currently only carbonaceous materials are used in commercial anodes [22] . The Properties of carbonaceous materials largely depend on the starting materials, such as the carbon precursor, and on the heat treatment [23] .
The present work has investigated finding a suitable replacement for the carbonaceous materials and has illustrated a novel mechanism of the capacitor-anode cell interaction (Figs. 1-3 ). As the efficiency of an LIB, including cycle life, power density and energy density are strongly influenced by anode materials (positive side), certain characteristics to maximize battery performance have been considered in our model. These items include critical changes in the crystal structure of the anode material and fast diffusivity of lithium ions [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
In this study, charging and discharging of LIBs is investigated using h-BN, with the positive electrode reaction being:
The negative electrode reaction as:
and the whole reaction is:
It has been suggested that lithium atoms are stored via two mechanisms: intercalation and alloying [24] .
Recently many works have investigated the intercalation and diffusion of Li at different sites on graphite and many studies have been performed in order to explain the mechanism by which lithium ions are stored in graphite, including theoretical works [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Yang et al. [25] proposed a surface mechanism by which the naked surface of carbon nanoparticles are able to store lithium species, by investigation of the electrochemical intercalation of lithium into graphite. They found that both sides are susceptible to lithium intercalations, and achieved a high Li density.
Graphite is known as a zero band gap semimetal due to its unique conduction behavior under the influence of electrical fields [26, 27] . Interlayer forces are small (Van der Waals forces), and the distance between graphene layers is large (3.35 Å) [21] allowing Li ions to diffuse easily between graphene sheets. Electrical conductivity of the Ligraphene increases with increasing intercalation levels, due to the electron donor nature of Li. This is the opposite of ionic conduction, in which diffusivity decreases due to the insertion of Li ions. In the case of amorphous carbon, as the disorder increases, electrical conductivity significantly decreases.
Amorphous carbon is known to be composed of small carbon sheets [28] , and is of interest due to its much higher capacity than graphitized carbon. The Li ion diffusivity in amorphous carbon is generally much greater than that in graphitized carbon and also the diffusion process can vary widely from one type of carbon to another [29] [30] [31] . Surface modification of carbon by mild oxidation, deposition of metals, and coating with polymers or other types of carbon has been shown to increase cell performance [32] . Boron-doped graphite has also been researched as an option to enhance electrochemical ratio. Amorphous carbon is known to be composed of small carbon sheets [28] . In our previous works the electronic structures of graphite and h-BN with graphite have been researched [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . While first-principles calculations are not applicable for analyzing the electronic structure of amorphous carbon, various models considering hybridization of sp 3 and sp 2 atomic orbitals have been developed to predict electrical conductivities in this material [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
Classically, a short circuit is defined as a circuit element across which the voltage is zero, regardless of the current flowing through it [45] . Consequences include excessive electric current flow, causing circuit damage, overheating, fire or explosion. From a safety point of view, internal or external short circuits of Li-ion batteries [46] are very important because they can cause a sudden increase in heat generation, called thermal runaway [47] . Recently many researchers have focused on graphite-based anodes for LIBs with varying success, depending on the treatments employed. In this study we provide new approaches of graphene/ (h-BN) n /X-doped graphene in LIB anode applications with respect to structural and properties of boron and nitrogen doped atoms. As one type of porous carbon material, graphene/(h-BN) n /Xdoped graphene have been extensively investigated as anode materials for Li-ion batteries due to their mesoporous character, high chemical stability, low resistance, high mechanical strength, and highly activated surfaces [48] [49] [50] [51] .
In comparison to the theoretical maximum capacity of graphite at 372 mAh/g (LiC), the electrochemical intercalation of lithium with graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene has been studied with higher capacities in recent years [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . However, the nature of carbon materials restricts their capacity; some scientists fabricate particular microstructures to improve the electrochemical properties of graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene [60, 61] .
It is notable that the Fisher group fabricated a tube-in-tube structure with a Li + intercalation capacity two times higher than that of the templatesynthesized CNTs, as the inner tubules provided more electrochemically active sites for intercalation of Li ions [62] .
The intercalation of lithium into graphite involves one lithium atom per six carbon atoms, i.e. LiC 6 , leading to a limited specific capacity of 372 mAh/g and an observed capacity of 280-330 mAh/g, depending on the type of graphite used [63] [64] [65] . Allotropes of graphite have been reported to show much improved lithium capacity compared to graphite, due to their unique structures and properties [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
Obviously, the most direct way to improve the capacity of graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene anodes is to fabricate composite electrodes of graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene with other materials. In such hybrid systems, the graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene functions as an effective buffer, confining the mechanical stress induced by volume changes in charging and discharging reactions, while the other nanomaterials provide a high capacity. The flexibility, porosity, and conductivity of graphene/(h-BN) n /X-doped graphene gave scientists an insight into the fabrication of 'paper electrodes'. Graphite networks and aligned graphite/conducting polymers were then exploited for paper electrodes, and the capacity of the latter was 50% higher than that of an SWNT paper electrode [70, 71] . Energies and power capabilities of lithium ion batteries depend critically on the rate at which Li + ions and electrons can migrate from the electrolyte and electrode support. Basically, in all LIBs, the two electrodes are made of a porous active particle skeleton filled with electrolyte, while there are different charge-transport mechanisms. The transport of charges and species between the electrolyte and the active particles were described with the 'Butler-Volmer' reaction model [56] . In 'non-equilibrium thermodynamics' the binding to the anode material matrix (M) should be weaker than that on the cathode (negative) side, which means the Li + ions at the anode are naturally discharged, and move to cathode (Scheme 1).
Although the materials used as the two electrodes for Li + storage should have strength of binding with Li + within a certain range, binding to anode (positive side) material matrix 'M' should be weaker than on the negative electrode or cathode. On the other hand, this binding energy should be greater than cohesive the energy of lithium, in order to prevent the hazardous phase separation of Li dendrites.
Basically, the charge of an inserted Li + ion is instantaneously shielded by local rearrangements of electronic charge and the transport of an electron into the active particle over the current collectors and circuits in the electrolyte; the transport of positive and negative ions and charge species are strongly coupled. The fluxes and charges of both species are caused by gradients in the electrical potential as well as by gradients in the chemical potential, and those relations are well known for dilute electrolytes. Although for a dilute electrolyte it is possible to use the stronger binding of Li with the anode rather than with the cathode, in lithium ion batteries we have to deal with highly concentrated electrolyte. Really, local charge neutrality is preserved in a concentrated electrolyte except for the diffuse parts of the multilayer around the active particle [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] .
In summary, graphene and h-BN sheets, as classical materials with a mature study history will play a significant role in the battery market in the near future, but how to combine hybrid materials to obtain safe, stable, and high-capacity electrodes has always been the radical problem that many researchers are trying to solve [77] [78] [79] [80] .
THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS

Diffusion in condensed materials
Diffusion properties within a Li-ion cell determine some of the key performance metrics of the cell, including the charge and discharge rate, practical capacity and cycling stability. The governing equation describing the diffusion process is known as Fick's law:
and (2) where is ionic flux in mol cm −2 s −1 , is diffusivity of solute (i =1, 2) in cm 2 s −1 and is concentration of species I in mol cm -3 [81] . The proportionality factor D is the diffusivity or diffusion coefficient [81, 82] :
Li-ion cells included, all key phenomena involve conducting charged particles; in a primary cell from cathode to anode, or vice versa in a secondary cell, from anode to cathode.
A typical commercial lithium-ion battery consists of several interconnected electrochemical cells, where each cell is composed of a graphite anode (such as meso-carbon microbeads), a cathode formed by lithium metal oxide (such as LiCoO 2 ) and electrolyte (such as LiPF 6 dissolved in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate mixture) embedded in separator felt.
In condensed materials, both liquids and solids, diffusion is governed by random jumps of atoms or ions, leading to position exchange with their neighbors. The kinetics of this process is temperature dependent and follows an Arrheniustype relationship [83] :
In liquids, the temperature dependence of diffusion is much less than in solids. Note that no successful first-principles calculation has been made, due to insufficient understanding of the liquid structure [81] . Thus, a simple expression derived from Stokes' law is frequently used as an alternative to a diffusivity expression in liquids (Eq. 3) [81] .
Although the Li + ion is one of the smallest ions, it is still big when compared to electrons; the radius of a Li + ion is ten orders of magnitude larger than that of an electron. Also the motion of Li + ions is strongly impeded by the potential created by the presence of neighboring ions as discussed below.
Thus diffusion can be the rate-determining process compared to electronic conduction in an electrochemical reaction. The Van der Waals interaction, expressed as the Lennard-Jones potential, is relatively weak despite showing a longer interaction range. In the case of a graphite anode, a Li + ion can easily diffuse parallel rather than perpendicular to the graphene layers during intercalation. Thus in order to understand the diffusion of the Li + ion it is important to consider crystal structure as well as the surrounding potential.
Anode materials
In the case of the anode, Li metal is found to be the most electropositive (−3.04 V versus standard hydrogen electrode) with large reversible capacity (≈ 4000 A h kg -1 ). However, due to safety considerations (explosion hazards as a result of dendrite growth during cycling), metallic Li has been substituted by various carbonaceous materials [89] .
Carbon-lithium anodes have much lower gravimetric and volumetric energy densities than pure lithium which has led to the development of interstitial-free 3d transition metal oxides (MnOm, M = Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Cu). These materials are able to incorporate more than one Li + per metal through conversion (displacement) reactions giving higher capacities (≈ 800 A h kg -1 ) in comparison to carbon anodes [90] [91] [92] [93] .
Conduction in graphite anodes is complex due to continuous phase transformations and the formation of the SEI layer. Phase transformations are reflected in the open-circuit voltage (OCV) curve as distinct plateaus [94] . Also conduction is strongly dependent upon the degree of crystallinity. Non-graphitic carbonaceous materials do not undergo phase transformations and therefore do not show distinctive stages in the OCV curve [94, 95] . The SEI layer displays much lower ionic and electronic conductivity than the bulk electrode. To elucidate the mechanisms related to the properties and performance of Li-ion batteries, precise investigation of the electronic state and the diffusion process in the carbon and the SEI layer is still required.
The diffusivity of Li-ions in graphite is complicated by the constant phase change in the Li-graphite intercalation compound (Li-GIC), which can introduce disorder into the originally ordered structure [96] . As the degree of intercalation increases, diffusivity becomes smaller [97] . For this reason, diffusivity is reported as a function of intercalation or electrode voltage [96] [97] [98] [99] . Note that low quality carbon, which has low crystallinity, does not exhibit this staging phenomenon. The properties of carbonaceous materials depend largely on the starting materials (carbon precursor), and heat treatment of the final mixture.
During discharge, Li + ions are extracted from the layered graphite, passing through the electrolyte and intercalating between the LiCoO 2 layers (Fig. 2.) . 
Electron density profile models
The electron density has been defined as [100] [101] [102] :
where is the occupation number of orbital (i), is the orbital wave function,  is the basis function and C is the coefficient matrix, the element of i th row j th column corresponds to the expansion coefficient of orbital j with respect to basis function i. The atomic unit for electron density can be explicitly written as e/Bohr 3 [100] [101] [102] :
The positive and negative values of this function correspond to electron density being locally depleted and locally concentrated, respectively. The relationships between and the valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model, chemical bond type, electron localization and chemical reactivity have been described by Bader [103] .
Hamiltonian kinetic energy density K(r)
The kinetic energy density is not uniquely defined, since the expected value of kinetic energy operator < (8) can be recovered by integrating kinetic energy density from alternative definitions. One of commonly used definition is:
Relative to K(r), the local kinetic energy definition given below guarantees positives everywhere; hence the physical meaning is clearer and is more commonly used.
The Lagrangian kinetic energy density G(r) is also known as positive definite kinetic energy density:
K(r) and G(r) are directly related by Laplacian of electron density (11)
Electron localization function (ELF)
Becke and Edgecombe noted that spherically averaged like-spin conditional pair probability has direct correlation with the Fermi hole and suggested the electron localization function (ELF) [104] :
where
and ( for spin-polarized systems and closeshell systems are defined in the same way as in ELF [108] .
Local information entropy
Local information entropy is a quantification of information; this theory was proposed by Shannon [109] [110] [111] in his study of information transmission in noise channels, and nowadays its application has been largely widened to other areas, including theoretical chemistry. For example, Aslangul and coworkers attempted to decompose diatomic and triatomic molecules into mutually exclusive space by minimizing information entropy [109] .
Parr et al. discussed the relationship between information entropy and atom partition as well as molecular similarity [110] . Noorizadeh and Shakerzadeh suggested using information entropy to study aromaticity [111] . The formula of Shannon's information entropy for normalized and continuous probability function is:
For chemical systems, if P(x) is replaced by , then the integrand may be called the local information entropy of electrons:
where, N is the total number of electrons in the current system.
Electrostatic potential
The total electrostatic potential (ESP) measures the electrostatic interaction between a unit point charges placed at r and the system of interest. A positive (negative) value implies that current position is dominated by nuclear (electronic) charges. Molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) has long been widely used for prediction of nucleophilic and electrophilic sites.
It is also valuable in studying hydrogen bonds, halogen bonds, molecular recognitions and the intermolecular interaction of aromatics. Moreover, based on statistical analysis, Murray and coworkers found a set of functions called GIPF [112] , which connect ESP to molecular surface and macroscopic properties. There have been many reviews published on ESP [113, 114] . The ESP evaluated under default value is accurate enough in general cases. Reduced density gradient (RDG) and Sign (2)* are a pair of very important functions for revealing weak interaction regions [115] . The basic applications are exemplified in Sections 4.100.1 and 4.200.1. RDG is defined as:
By default x is 0.05, it can be nullified this treatment by setting the parameter to zero.
(22)
where is pre-fitted spherically averaged electron density of atom A [100-102].
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Calculations were performed using both Gaussian and GAMESS-US packages [116] . In this study, we have focused mainly on obtaining the optimized results for each tube from DFT methods including m06 and m06-L. The m062x, m06-L, and m06-HF are novel Meta hybrid DFT functions with a good correspondence in nonbonded calculations and are useful for calculating the energies of the distance between two h-BN sheets [117] . Pm6, extended-Hückel and Pm3MM including pseudo = lanl2 calculations using Gaussian program were performed for the non-bonded interaction between two sheets.
M06 and m06-L (DFT) functions are based on an iterative solution of the Kohn-Sham equation [118] of the density functional theory in a planewave set with projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [119] exchange-correlation (XC) function of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is adopted. The optimizations of the lattice constants and the atomic coordinates are made by the minimization of the total energy.
A fixed h-BN sheet geometry with xLi (x = 4, 5, 6, 7) was chosen with no further geometry optimization. The outer ring, initially placed at the center of the inner tube, was rigidly axially shifted and rotated around the fixed inner shell. At each inter-tube configuration, a single-point calculation was carried out and the total energy recorded. The resulting sliding-rotation energy surfaces were used to fix our model in a better position.
We employed density functional theory with the van der Waals density function to model the exchange-correlation energies of h-BN sheets [120] . The double ζ-basis set with polarization orbitals (DZP) were used for x Li over the h-BN sheets.
For non-covalent interactions, the B3LYP method is unable to describe van der Waals [121] capacitor systems by medium-range interactions such as the interactions of two cylinders. The B3LYP and most other functions are correctly insufficient to illustrate the exchange and correlation energy for distant non-bonded medium-range systems. Moreover, some recent studies have shown that inaccuracy in the medium-range exchange energies leads to large systematic errors in the prediction of molecular properties [122, 123] .
We further calculated the interaction energy between xLi and h-BN sheets. The interaction energy was calculated via an Mp6 method in all items, according to: + where is the stability energy of system. The charge transfer and electrostatic potential-derived charge were also calculated using the Merz-Kollman-Singh [124] , CHELP [125] , or CHELPG [126] methods. The charge calculation methods based on molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) fitting are not well suited for treating larger systems, where some of the innermost atoms are located far away from the points at which the MESP is computed.
In such a condition, variations of the innermost atomic charges will not lead towards a significant change of the MESP outside the molecule, meaning that the accurate values for the innermost atomic charges are not well determined by MESP outside the molecule. This approach (CHELPG) is shown to be considerably less dependent upon molecular orientation than the original CHELP program. The results are comparable to those obtained by using CHELP.
In the CHELPG, atomic charges are fitted to reproduce the molecular electrostatic potential (MESP at a number of points around the molecule). The MESP is calculated at a number of grid points spaced 3.0 pm apart and distributed regularly in a cube. Charges derived in this way do not necessarily reproduce the dipole moment of the molecule. CHELPG charges are frequently considered superior to Mulliken charges as they depend much less on the underlying theoretical method used to compute the wave function (and thus the MESP).
The representative atomic charges for molecules should be computed as average values over several molecular conformations.
The electron density (both gradient norm & Laplacian) have been calculated, as have the value of the orbital wave-function, electron spin density, electrostatic potential from nuclear / atomic charges, electron localization function (ELF), localized orbital locator (LOL, defined by Becke & Tsirelson [106] ), total electrostatic potential (ESP), the exchange-correlation density, correlation hole and correlation factor, and average local ionization energy, using a Multifunctional Wave-function Analyzer [100] [101] [102] .
The contour line map was drawn using Multiwfn software [100, 101] . The solid lines indicate positive regions, dashed lines indicate negative regions. The contour line was drawn corresponding to Vander-wales (vdW) surface (electron density = 0.001 a.u., defined by Bader [103] ). This is useful to analyze distribution of electrostatic potential on the vdW surface.
The relief map was used to present the height value at every point. If values were too large they were truncated in the graph; a factor can be chosen to scale the data to avoid truncation. The graph is shown on the interactive interface. A shaded-surface map with and without projection are used in our representation of height values in each situation [100] [101] [102] .
The methods in this work are based on our previous work [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We have listed the data of density, energy, electron localization function (ELF), localized orbital locator (LOL) and local entropy, gap energy, charge from ESP, electrostatic potential, ionization energy, the charges of two doped graphene electrodes and the stability energy of X-G-(h-BN)-X-G and dielectric in 5 tables (Tables 1-5 ) and these data are plotted in Figures 3-9 . We have calculated the gradient norm and the Laplacian of electron density via equations 7 and 8 for the lithium diffused in the X-G/(h-BN)/X-G system respectively and the data are listed in Table 1 . For calculation of the electron spin density from the difference between alpha and beta density, we have used , then the spin polarization parameter function will be returned instead of spin density = . The absolute value of going from zero to unity corresponds to the local region going from an un-polarized case to a completely polarized case, Table 1 . The kinetic energy density, Lagrangian kinetic energy density, and the electrostatic potential from nuclear/atomic charges can be calculated as equations 9 and 10 and:
where RA and ZA denote the position vector and nuclear charge of atom A, respectively, and are listed in Tables 1 and 2. If pseudopotential is used, then Z is the number of explicitly expressed electrons. Z can stand for the atomic charges recorded in the file (the fourth column), at this time is useful for analyzing the difference between exact electrostatic potential and the electrostatic potential reproduced by atomic charges. Note that at the nuclear position, this function will be infinite and may cause some numerical problems in the program; hence at these cases this function always returns 1000 instead of infinity. The larger is the electron localization in a region, the more likely the electron motion is confined within it. If electrons are completely localized, then they can be distinguished from those outside. Bader found that the regions which have large electron localization must have large magnitudes of Fermi hole integration. However, the Fermi hole is a six-dimension function and thus difficult to visualize.
T a b l e 1
Density, energy, electron localization function (ELF), localized orbital locator (LOL) and local entropy for each Li of 6 lithium diffused on X-G/(h-BN)/X-G (X=B,N and Be) mixed layers
Since D 0 (r) from Eqs 11-13 is introduced into ELF as reference, what the ELF reveals is actually a relative localization. ELF is within the range of [0, 1] . A large ELF value means that electrons are greatly localized, indicating that there is a covalent bond, a lone pair or inner shells of the atom involved. ELF has been widely used for a wide variety of systems, such as organic and inorganic small molecules, atomic crystals, coordination compounds, clusters, and for different problems, such as revealing the atomic shell structure, the classification of chemical bonding, verification of charge-shift bonds, and studying aromaticity.
When the actual kinetic energy term in D(r) from equations 15 and 16 are replaced by Kirzhnits-type second-order gradient expansion, that is , so that ELF is totally independent from wavefunction, this can be used to analyze electron density from X-ray diffraction data. Of course Tsirelson's ELF can also be used to analyze electron density from quantum chemistry calculations, but it is not as good as the ELF defined by Becke [104] owing to the approximation introduced in the kinetic energy term; however, qualitative conclusions can still be recovered in general. LOL has similar expression compared to ELF. Actually, the chemically significant regions that are highlighted by LOL and ELF are generally qualitatively comparable, while Jacobsen [108] pointed out that LOL conveys more decisive and clearer picture than ELF. Obviously LOL can be interpreted in kinetic energy way in the same way as for ELF; however LOL can also be interpreted in view of localized orbital. Small (large) LOL values usually appear in the boundary (inner) region of localized orbitals because the gradient of the orbital wave-function is large (small) in this area. The value range of LOL is identical to ELF, namely [0, 1] .
In this work we have calculated the local information entropy for each lithium atom via Eqs. 19 and 20 and the integration of this function over whole space yields the information entropy. The data of local information entropy are listed in Table 1 . T a b l e 4 -BN) Weak interaction (equations 20 and 21) has significant influence on the conformation of macromolecules; however reproduction of electron density by ab initio and grid data calculation of reduced density gradient (RDG) for such huge systems is always too time-consuming.
T a b l e 2
Gap energy, charge from ESP, electrostatic potential and Ionization energy for each Li of 6 lithium diffused on X-G/(h-BN)/X-G (X=B,N and Be) mixed layers
The dielectric of X-G/(h-BN) /X-G modeled in various lithium number
As lithium has an unpaired electron, leading to a difference in spin-up and spin-down, when two lithium atoms are adsorbed simultaneously electrons get paired and the magnetic moment disappears. As a result, spin polarized cluster has a gap, the size of which depends on adsorbed electron spin polarization. When used as electrode material, X-G/(h-BN)/X-G can effectively reduce the size of the active material, prevent agglomeration of nanoparticles, improve electron and ion transmission capacity, as well as enhancing the electrode's mechanical stability. As a result, electrode materials containing X-G/(h-BN)/X-G have high capacity and good rate performance. The flexibility of X-G/(h-BN)/X-G makes it an ideal material to buffer a metal electrode's volume expansion and contraction during the chargedischarge process. Further, the excellent electrical properties of X-G/(h-BN)/X-G can enhance the conductivity of metallic electrode material. Smaller particles means the diffusion distance of lithium ions and electrons is reduced; this improves the material's rate performance. Finally, the lithium storage capacity for most metal oxide composite materials with X-G/(h-BN)/X-G can be greatly useful.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have performed our calculations to study the Li adsorption on graphene and boron nitride doped graphene with one layers of h-BN. Our results show that adsorption in h-BN//graphene is much stronger than pristine graphene.
In this work we have shown the complex of X-G/(h-BN)/X-G does demonstrate high electrical conductivity, good mechanical strength, excellent flexibility, great chemical stability and high specific surface area. This is especially noticeable when graphene is chemically converted with a greater proportion of functional groups, proving that it is suited for use as a base composite electrode material.
Additionally, we have found the structure of X-G/h-BN/X-G can improve the capacity and electrical transport in C-BN sheets-based LIBs. Therefore, the modification of BN sheets and the design of X-G/h-BN/X-G structure provide strategies for improving the performance of graphene including Boron and Nitrogen doped for based anodes. With the increase in defect density of h-BN sheets, the maximum capacity obtained is much higher than that of graphite. This study will help create better anode materials which can replace graphite for higher capacity and better cycling performance for LIBs.
